
Here at Country Cousins we benchmark our recommended pricing against a broad range of service providers. We 
pride ourselves on providing simple and transparent pricing for our high-quality, well-trained Country Cousins.

Need help during the night?
Should occasional care be required in the night, then a ‘waking fee’ (£11 for a single call, rising to a maximum 
of £22 should a number of calls occur) can be charged by the Cousin. We recommend that this should cover a 
period of 8 hours, such as 11pm–7am (however, flexibility should be shown for early or late risers). 

We are mindful of the impact that a waking service will have on our Cousins’ daytime support. Therefore, should 
multiple waking episodes occur, we recommend additional time off during the day for the Cousin, or an additional 
night carer.

Daily Weekly

You pay The carer Country Cousins Total The carer Country Cousins Total

Live-in support 
and care
Care of 1 client  £88.00  £26.00  £114.00 £616.00 £182.00 £798.00

Care of 2 clients 
(1 standard, 1 additional help)

 £94.00  £26.00  £120.00 £658.00 £182.00 £840.00

Care of 2 clients  £98.00  £26.00  £124.00 £686.00 £182.00 £868.00

Live-in support  
and advanced care
Care of 1 client £95.50 £26.00 £121.50 £668.50 £182.00 £850.50

Care of 2 clients 
(1 standard, 1 additional help)

£101.00 £26.00 £127.00 £707.00 £182.00 £889.00

Care of 2 clients £121.00 £26.00 £147.00 £847.00 £182.00 £1,029.00

Daily Weekly

You pay The carer Country Cousins Total The carer Country Cousins Total

Live-in night 
support £121.00 £26.00 £147.00 £847.00 £182.00 £1,029.00

Our fees
All fees are inclusive of VAT where relevant. You pay Country Cousins a one-off registration fee of £195 to 
cover the initial consultation and set-up. You then pay a care service fee to the carer, plus an ongoing agency 
membership fee to Country Cousins to cover future introductions, respite, support and review services during 
and between periods of care provision.
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Care types 
and services
To truly understand a client’s needs we carry out a detailed registration, where we explore health issues, physical 
restrictions, personal care requirements, food preferences and religious/cultural wishes. This enables us to find the 
perfect Cousin. However, we have outlined a guide below to help understand the differences in our care packages.

... and care
The client’s needs:

 ✓ Mobile or requires, some steadying, 
e.g. a walking stick

 ✓ Requires some assistance with showering, bathing, 
washing, shaving and oral hygiene

 ✓ Requires some assistance with dressing

 ✓ Requires some assistance getting to/from the 
toilet but can otherwise maintain their own level 
of toilet hygiene

 ✓ May need a commode or bottle emptied

 ✓ Is forgetful or repetitive (short-term memory loss)

 ✓ Can be left alone for short periods

 ✓ Needs some assistance in cutting up food

 ✓ May need prompting to take medication or 
re-order prescriptions

... and advanced care
The client’s needs:

 ✓ Not mobile on their own and requires some supervision 

 ✓ Requires full assistance with showering, bathing, 
washing, shaving and oral hygiene

 ✓ Requires full assistance with dressing

 ✓ Is urine and or bowel incontinent and needs help 
maintaining toilet hygiene

 ✓ Needs commode, bottle or catheter bag emptied

 ✓ Is forgetful or repetitive (advanced) and requires 
constant supervision

 ✓ Cannot be left alone

 ✓ May need assistance to eat and drink

 ✓ Will need prompting to take medication or re-order 
prescriptions

 ✓ May have Dementia, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, 
Multiple Sclerosis or require hoisting
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Additional components
• Bank holidays – during bank holidays, Cousins’ fees double from the standard rate. Extra fees will also be charged over the 

Christmas and New Year period.

• Work & rest time – though live-in care is unmeasured work, the daily average hours should be a maximum of 10 hours of care, 
plus a 2-hour break at a time suitable to the client. Should care be required during this period, additional support should be 
arranged.

• Client meals – Cousins can prepare meals for the client(s) they are looking after; should additional family members, or guests, 
wish to have food prepared, then this will need to be discussed and agreed in advance.

• Changeover day – Cousins are paid for a full day on both the day they arrive and the day they leave. If they are unable to 
commit to the full duration of the assignment that has been requested, for any reason, then they only charge half the daily 
rate on the day they arrive and the day they leave.

• Travel expenses – Cousins charge for the cheapest method of travel whether this is a second-class return rail ticket or the 
current HMRC mileage rates. All travel expenses must be agreed prior to confirming the assignment.

• Cut short assignment – If an assignment is cut short for any reason, other than because the service you have recieved is 
unsatisfactory, then the Cousin is entitled to charge for seven days or the remainder of the assignments, whichever is less.

• Billing expenses – Cousins will present an invoice for all expenses incurred at the end of the assignment, unless otherwise agreed.

Country Cousins
Aviation House, Cross Oak Lane, Redhill, Surrey RH1 5EX
0800 542 0645    info@country-cousins.co.uk    country-cousins.co.uk

Country Cousins is a trading name of Consolidated Healthcare Agencies Limited (Co. No 12087784), 
registered in England & Wales with registered office at Aviation House, Cross Oak Lane, Redhill, RH1 5EX

 ✓ 24/7 round the clock assistance

 ✓ Companionship

 ✓ Meal preparation

 ✓ Light housework

 ✓ Domestic administration, e.g. 
making appointments, answering 
the phone, keeping diaries

 ✓ Help looking after a pet

 ✓ Shopping, trips, visits and errands 

 ✓ Recreational support – help 
getting to social events, with 
hobbies and to see friends

Live-in support ...


